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The HJX equation is solved for l-l,
2-1, 3-1 and 2-2 model electrolytes of charged hard spheres of
radii 2.1 A. The thermodynamic properties are presented, the anomalous behaviour of the osmotic codficients and heats of dilution of 2-2 electrolytes,
and oscillations in the charge density about a given ion
for different charge types are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy

of the hypernetted

chain (HNC)

equation has been demonstrated for model l-l
electrolytes in aqueous solution at 25OC up to a
total ionic concentration c of 2M [l-3].
Here we
wish to report the results of similar computations

for 2-2, 3-1, 2-l and l-l electrolytes up to c =
= 4M for the primitive model (charged hard
spheres) in which all ions i have the same radius rmHs= 2.1 A. For the other model parameters
we t&e the dielectric constant E of the structureless solvent to be 78.358 with the temperature
T = 298.16OK. Except when aqueous solutions are
being explicitly considered,
we also assume in
calculating the excess
Eex that 26//T
= 0.

energy per unit volume

Our choice of ions of equal size for all of these
charged systems has been made with the idea of
eliminating the influence of sorting due to differences in ionic radii cn oscillations in the charge
density per unit volume piabout a central ion i.
For a single electrolyte containing ci ions per
unit volume of ionic charge ei,
PizCieiIgii

-gijJ

9

(1)

The pro01 of a second moment condition for
the exact pair correlation function has lead Stillinger and Lovett [4] to prediclt/;scillations
in the
charge density pi when Ka 2 6
, where 11~ is
the Debye length defined below in eq. (7) and
a G Qij is the distance of closest approach. Stillinger and Lowett regard this as an over estimate, and indeed our results for the HNC equation which obeys the second moment condition
show oscillations in the charge density at much
lower values of KCI. Recently Outhwaite [5] has
discussed a linear extension of the Debye-HUckel
theory in which oscillations are predicted to appear in the case of symmetrical electrolytes
(for example l-l and 2-2) when ~a 2 1.24i2. Our
results for l-l and 2-2 electrolytes
also appear
t0
SUppOrt an eStimate Of ~a for the onset Of
oscillations which is higher than the earlier Kirkwood and Poirier [6] prediction of Ka = 1.03.
2. THEORY, NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
AND RESULTS
In the notation of ref. [l], the integral equation
due to Allnatt [7] which we solve is given in
matrix form by

where i, j = + or -, i f j and gij is the pair correlation function.
We then have

r = X*h +q*X+q*X+h

,

(3)

where

(2)
when ri HS = rj HS.
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(7)
The HNC approximation
hij

=

(1 +kij)

assumes

exp(qij

+

7ij)

-

1,

(8)

where kij is the corresponding Mayer i-bond for
the short range potential of the pair of ions i and
j. For the charged hard sphere model, with the
additional assumption of &/aT
= 0, the osmotic
coefficient @I from the virial equation may be
written as

15 October 1970

of interations required for convergence increases
with the ionic charge, and was as high as 75 for
some concentratims
of 2-2 electrolytes.
We observed the HNC distribution functions for symmetrical (i-l and 2-2) and unsymmetrical
(2-l
and 3-l) electrolytes
to obey the self- consistency
requirement that gij (Y) = gji (Y) for t + j. This
condition is not met by the solutions to the
Poisson-Holtzmann
equation for unsymmetrical
electrolytes
[6].
We define the percentage deviation from the
second moment condition by
A2 =

(11)

where
u

u

00

4&dr
(13
0
and the percentage deviation from electroneutrality (or the zeroth moment condition) by

S2 = C
i=l

C
j=l

vhere

CsCj t?@j Jgfj(Y)

4irsq
lOO(1 +$,&J

A0=

’

(13)

where
and x - is the mole fraction of species i , nij =
= yH& + yjRsis the distance of closest approach
of ~OIIE i and j, and gij (ai.+) is the distribution
function for the i, j parr o r’-ions at contact. The
two terms which contribute to $ are usually of
opposite sign.
The numerical Fourier transform procedure
for solving the integral equation (3) has been
described earlier for l-l electroiytes
[l]. With
certain modifications to obtain convergence below
c = 0.05M for 2-2 charge types which will be discussed elsewhere, we used the same method except that the number of lattice points N was taken
to be 1024 rather than 512. We also required
yrnsx, the maximum value of r, to be at least
nine times as large as the distance of closest approach aij with N = 1024. At high concentrations,
this meant an appropriate increase over the previous choice of = 0.015/K for r, the lattice spacing in real space. At aI concentrations the exact
value of ? was adjusted to give a sampling point
at y= fZij, to enable the distribution functions at
contact to be obtained accurately.
Due to uncertainties in the asymptotic form of SQ (r) particularly when there are oscillations,
the effect
of the continuation in gij (Y) for Y > Ymax on the
thermodynamic properties was ignored. The error due to this is discussed below. The number

So

0

0

C

C

4)

ci~j ei ej

Jgij (Y) 4G%Y -

(14)
0
Groeneveld has shown that the HNC equation obeys
the second moment condition exactLy [9]. In our
work deviations from this condition must then be
due to errors in the numerical procedure from
truncation of gij(~) or from other sources. We
consider the effects due to the finite value of r
in table 1 by presenting the HNC results for 2-2
sysrems with iV = 512 and N = 1024 fur the same
number of iterations and for the same spacing G.
Apparently the effect of truncation is much less
severe on the thermodynamic properties than on
the moment conditions.
In fig. 1 the osmotic coefficients and the function PX/ckT
when & /aT = 0 are piotted against
the total ionic concentration c up to c = 4M_ The
HNC results for uncharged systems with the same
short range potential are also included These
were also obtained numerically.
Since c = 4M
corresponds to a reduced density pcr3 of about
0.18, the values of 4 and EeX/ckT for uncharged
systems are very nearly exact. For aqueous
solutions in which the solvent is treated as a continuous dielectric,
alne/Jln T= - 1.3679 at 25OC
and although $I is unaffected, ,?Fx/ckT changes
by a factor of 1 + 7)ln&ln T [lOI.
In fig. 2 I$ and Eex/Z for our model 2-2 and l-l
=

i=l

j=l
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Table 1
The effect of thr;.?ange of integration on the thermodynamic properties and the moment conditions for 2-2 elrctrolytes
in the HXC approximation.
T= 298.16’K. E = 78.358. aC/aT=
0
____~
N
c-------(moles per
litriz)
0.2
0.8
1.6
2.0
4.0

512

0.6206
0.5885
0.6325
0.6639
0.8883

@

-EeX/ckT

1.939
2.594
2.935
3.050
3.394

0.6198
0.5893
0.6341
0.6666
0.8865

electrolytes
in aqueous solution are presented
as deviations from the Debye-Hlickel limiting
law for relatively small values of the ionic
strength I. The heat of dilution which is directly
measurable is equal to Eex/i for l-l electrolytes
and is four times Eex/Zfor
2-2 electrolytes.
We
note that the first deviations for 2-2 electrolytes
are the exact opposite of the deviations for l-l
electrolytes,
in agreement with the experimental
results of bi-bi valent sulfates and uni-uni valent
alkali halides in aqueous solutions [ll, 121. The
anomalous behavior of the osmotic coefficients and
excess volumes of 2-2 electrolytes
has been discussed by others using the limiting law plus second virial coefficient DHLL+ B2 [13,14] of .the
Mayer theory of ionic solutions [15]. The Poisson
Boltzmann equation [8] and association theories
[12] have also been used independently in the interpretation of the osmotic coefficients of 2-2
electrolytes.
We find that although the DHLL + B2
approximation is in close agreement with the HNC
calculations for l-l electrolytes
below I = 0.04 M,
only qualitative similarity between these approximations is evident for 2-2 electrolytes
even at
P = 0.0004M. However our calculations for both
these approximations are, as far as we know,
the first to predict the anomaly in the heats of
dilution of 2-2 aqueous electrolyte solutions
without explicit use of the assumption of association [ll],
Oscillations in the distribution functions gij
and in the charge density ci were observed at sufficiently large values of ~a. Fig. 3 illustrates
oscillations in pi. Estimates of lower and upper
bounds for the threshold value of tea for oscillations in pi are given below, for different charge
tJrpes
1.235 < Ka s 1.382

,

l-l

electrolyte

;

1.381 < Ku cl.513
0.53 < Ka* 0.927

,

2-2 electrolyte

;

,

2-l

electrolyte

;

0.34

,

3-l

electrolyte

.
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< Ka SO.75

A0
512 1024 -

512
-._-- 1024

i024

1.941
2.591
2.929
3.041
3.396

2.04.
0.94
0.99
0.71
3.37

0

A2
512 1024

1.40
1.22
1.55
1.72
2.41

8.19
-1.63
-8.93
-22.38
70.99

20

--

0.27
O-60
1.58
2.24
9.47

4.0

c

Fig. 1. Thermodynqic properties for charged hard
spheres of rad ii 2.1 A calculated by the HNC approximation.
While we are certain of the presence of oscillaticns inPi at the upper estimates for ~a, we are
much less certain of the absence of oscillations
at our estimated lower limits for K& This is
mainly bemuse of the finite range of Y in our
numerical procedure which denies us information
about the charge density outside the maximum
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Fig. 2. Deviation of E’+‘i
and $ from the Debye-H&kc1
limiting law in the DHLL+B2
approximation and the
HNC approximation for l-1 and 2-2 model electrolytes
in aqueous solution nt 25OC. &!Tex/I = EeX/I (computedj- Eex/I (DHLL). A Cp= # (computed)- Ct,(DHLL) _

K

value of Y. The strongest statement that wecan
make i,s that there are nooscillations in pi up to
Y = 40 A (nearly ten times the distance of closest
approach} at the lower limits for ~a. We note that
for l-l electrolytes, our e&imate of the range
within which the limiting ValUe of KC! lies is in ex-

cellent agreement with the recent prediction of

Outhwaite [5]. His estimate of rca= 1.2412 for
the onset of oscillations also applies to 2-2 electrolytes, and is in slight disagreement with our
computations for this system in the HNC approximation. This discrepancy may be a reflection
of the reduced accuracy of the HNC approximation for highly charged particles i. e. large
ezej /EkT. For 2-l and 3-1 electrolytes the limiting vaiues of IGZin the HNC approximation are
significantiy smaller than the correspon~ng estimates for symmetrical systems. An extensive
discussfon of the equilibrium properties of all
of these charged systems including self consist-

Fig. 3. Oscillations
in the charge density for several
different charged types in the primitive model. *-Es =
S 2.1 A at c = J M. In the uoper figure u+=+ has tie
vatucs 1 and 2 respectivel_v‘for f-l and 2-2 etcctrobytes. x 10 and x 100 denote magnification of the ordinate by 10 and Xl0 respectively.

ency tests and comparisons with experiment will
be presented elsewhere.
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